Given the set 5 of terms, a congruence -on ,l and a set N of representatives for -, we say a term rewriting system (TRS) R defines (-, N) if -is the congruence defined by R and N is the set of R-normal forms . We give necessary and sufficient syntactical conditions on (-', N) to be definable by a TRS . It turns out that ('-, N) may be definable by a TRS but not by a uniquely terminating one . In order to find a minimal TRS defining (-., N) we construct the reduced TRS for (-j, N) . The reduced TRS R may fail to define (-j, N), but if every term has an R-normal form, then it is a minimal TRS defining (-j, N) .
. Introduction
Term rewriting systems have attracted increasing interest in the past years because they constitute an interesting model of computation with various applications . These applications include areas as diverse as automatic theorem proving, abstract data types, program verification, and algebraic simplification . For an overview see the papers of Dershowitz (1983) and Buchberger & Loos (1982) . For a thorough treatment of term rewriting systems see Huet (1980) .
A major application of term rewriting systems (TRS, for short) is to decide the word problem for a given congruence -on a fixed set .% of terms : If R is uniquely terminating (i .e . confluent and Noetherian) and its congruence aR equals -, then the set N of R-normal forms defines a set of representatives for -, and t,-t, iff the R-normal forms of t t and t 2 are equal . In this paper we study the descriptive power of term rewriting systems : Given a congruence -and a set N of representatives for -we say that the TRS R defines (" , N), if -= pR and every term T has an R-normal form f N . Now we ask which (-, N) are definable by a (possibly infinite) TRS .
It is easy to see that the following two conditions are necessary for (~, N) to be definable by a TRS :
(i) if t t e N and a(t 2 ) is a subterm of t t for some substitution 6, then t2 e N (ii) if t t eN and t t -t 2 , then Var(t t ) c Var(t 2 ) .
We call (-, N) TRS-suitable if these two conditions hold . As a first result we prove that (-, N) is definable by a TRS iff it is TRS-suitable . This is done by defining the trivial TRS and showing that it defines (-s, N) . Now the question arises whether one can always construct a unique minimal TRS defining the TRS-suitable (-', N) . If the trivial TRS R for ("s, N) would be uniquely terminating, then this could be done by the method of Metivier (1983) to normalise a TRS . Unfortunately, R need not be uniquely terminating since it is in general not Noetherian . But every term t has a unique R-normal form . We call such a TRS weakly uniquely terminating and extend the method of Metivier to those TRSs . While the normalised TRS of a given uniquely terminating Ro is uniquely terminating and equivalent to R 0, we show that this is true for a weakly uniquely terminating R o only under additional conditions . As a consequence, the normalised TRS of the trivial TRS for (', N) need not define (-, N) and it need not be uniquely terminating. Even more, there may exist no uniquely terminating TRS at all which defines (-, N) . So the descriptive power of weakly uniquely terminating TRSs is strictly greater than that of uniquely terminating TRSs .
The trivial TRS for (-, N) is infinite in general even if a finite TRS defining (-, N) exists . In order to find a smaller TRS we introduce the natural TRS for (-, N) . It always defines (-, N) but may still be infinite, though a finite TRS defines (-, N) . We define the reduced TRS for (-, N) as the TRS that results in normalising the trivial TRS . It does not define ('-s, N) in general . But, if (^-, N) is definable by a uniquely terminating TRS, then the reduced TRS is a minimal uniquely terminating TRS defining (-, N).
We also study Semi Thue Systems (STSs) since every STS is isomorphic to a TRS over unary function symbols . But even in this restricted case there is a TRS-suitable (-, N) that cannot be defined by a uniquely terminating TRS .
The work carried out in this paper was stimulated by results of Metivier (1983) and Bauer (1981) . From Metivier's paper we adopt the construction to normalise a TRS . The main result of Metivier has been reported earlier without proof in Butler & Lankford (1980) . In Bauer (1981) the construction of rewriting systems is discussed in a more general setting . It applies, for example, to STSs and TRSs over ground terms and is similar to our reduced TRS . The result in our language is : If the reduced rewriting system is Noetherian, then it defines ("i , N) . The reduced TRS over ground terms is always Noetherian . After finishing this paper the author became aware of an unpublished report by Dershowitz & Marcus (1982) , where further results on the existence and the construction of rewrite systems are reported .
The result of Bauer implies that for any STS-suitable (-, N) there is a uniquely terminating STS R with , ;~-R= -. It has been conjectured that there is also a reduction order`such that every w e N is minimal in its congruence class . This would imply that (-, N) is definable by a uniquely terminating STS . We disprove this conjecture .
Definitions
We briefly repeat some basic notations on term rewriting systems, for more details see Huet (1980) . We are given a fixed finite set 3 of function symbols and a fixed set V = {x l , x 2, . . .} of variables with F n V = 0. Then T is the set of terms which can be built with function symbols f e . and the variables x e V. For t e T we denote by Var(t) the set of variables occurring in t and by 0(t) c J * the set of occurrences of t . For u e 0(t) we denote by t/u the subterm of t at occurrence u. Finally, t[u +-t'] denotes the term that results from t by replacing t/u by t' at occurrence u. A substitution is a mapping a : V-+T. Note that a can be extended to o : J->J by defining a(f(tl, . . ., t")) _ f(a7(t l ), . . ., T(t .)) .
A permutation ~is a substitution such that~: V-+ V is bijective .
A term rewriting system (TRS) is a (possibly infinite) set R c .9 x 9 such that Var(t 2)~ Var(t 1 ) for all (t 1 , t2)ER . We also write t 1 -*t2 instead of (t 1 , t 2 )cR . The reduction relation => = =t~,R on -is defined by t =~. t' iff there are (t1, t 2 ) e R, u e 0(t) and a substitution a such that t/u = a(t 1 ) and
We denote by =*> and p the reflexive-transitive closure and the reflexive-transitivesymmetric closure of =*~, respectively.
A 
In both systems R;, j = 1, 2, any term t has a unique Rj-normal form hi(x) for some i e N, xe V. So R 1 and R 2 are w .u .t ., R 1 is not Noetherian since there is a cycle f(x1)=g(x1)=f(xl) and R 2 is not Noetherian since there is an infinite reduction sequence
Let -be an equivalence relation on .5 -. A set N c % is a set of representatives for -if for any t there is exactly one t"a N with t-t . Then p :%-+N defined by q(t) = i is called the representative function . The equivalence relation -is a congruence if f(t 1 , . . ., t") -f(ti, . . ., t") whenever ti -t~, i= 1, . . ., n, and a(t 1 )-a(t2) whenever t 1 '-t 2 and a is a substitution . For any R the relation e*> is a congruence . In the rest of the paper, when writing (-, N) we always assume that -is a congruence on J and N is a set of representatives for -. DEFINITION 2 .1 . Let R be a TRS . Then R defines (-, N) if -=**> R and every term t has an R-normal form taN .
Notice that R defines (-, N) if and only if R is w .u .t ., -=pR and N=(tlt is irreducible) . But R need not be Noetherian in this case . As an example, R2 from Example 2 .1 defines (-, N), where -is the congruence generated by J(x) -h(x) and g(x)-x and N is N = { h i (x)Ii > 0, x c V) .
We are interested in necessary and sufficient conditions on (-, N) such that (M, N) is definable by some TRS . Our starting point is the following fact holding for any R :
(i) if t is reducible, a a substitution and a(t) a subterm of t', then t' is reducible (ii) if t => t', then Var(t') c Var(t) .
This leads to the following definitions . DEFINITION 2 .2 . The relations < •, _ •, • > on .f are defined by t l < • t 2 iff there is a substitution cT such that ar(t l ) is a subterm of t 2 tl ='t2 lff tl '< .t2 and t 2 ,< . t l t 2 • > t l iff t l < • t2 and not t 2 < • t 1 .
Notice that t is reducible by a rule t, -+t 2 iff tl < • t. The following lemma can be proved easily, see Huet (1980) . LEMMA 2 .1 .
(a) t l = t 2 iff t l = ~(t2) ,for some permutation ~. So-is an equivalence relation on -07 . (i) N is downward closed according to < •, i.e . if t l < • t 2 and t2 e N, then tl e N (ii) N is variable-minimal, i .e . if tl -t2 and t 2 e N, then Var(t 2 ) c Var(t l ) .
We will prove later on that (-, N) is definable by a TRS iff it is TRS-suitable . This will justify the name "TRS-suitable" .
The next lemma follows from the above definition . The proof is easy and therefore omitted .
LEMMA 2 .2 . (^S , N) is TRS-suitable iff (a)-(S) hold : (a) N is subterm closed, i .e . if t e N and t' is a subterm oft, then t' e N . (/J) N is permutation closed, i .e. if t e N and ~ is a permutation, then ~(t) e N . (y) .J T N is substitution closed, i .e . if t o N and u is a substitution, then u(t)ON .
(a) N is variable-minimal. p For a TRS-suitable (-, N) we always have xc eN, because xt -t and teN imply x c t and so x ; e N .
We conclude this section with some more definitions . DEFINITION 2 .4 . Two TRSs R l and R 2 are equivalent if *'R,=-4'R2 • They are strongly equivalent if in addition for all t, Ie .% we have : t is an R,-normal form for t iff t is an R 2 -normal form for t .
So, if R l and R 2 are strongly equivalent, R l is w .u .t . and defines (-", N), then R 2 is w .u .t . and defines (-, N) .
If R l is the result of renaming the variables in some rules t l --+t 2 in R 2 , then clearly R l and R 2 are strongly equivalent . We want to standardise a TRS in this sense . We call a term t variable normalised if the variables appearing in t from left to right are indexed in ascending order . This leads to the notion of R being variable-normalized as in Metivier (1983) . DEFINITION 2 .5 .
(a) A term t e .i is variable-normalised if whenever tlu = x c , there are uj e 0(t) such that uj < u and t/uj = xj , j =1, . . ., i -1 . Here < is the lexicographical order on 1 * . (b) The TRS R is variable-normalised if (t,, t 2 )eR implies that t l is variablenormalised .
For example, f(x 1 , g(x 2 , x 1 ), x 3 ) is variable-normalised, whereas f(x 2 , g(x 1 , x 2 ), x 3 ) is not . Clearly, for any term t there is a permutation ~ such that~(t) is variable-normalised . So, for any TRS one can easily find a variable-normalised strongly equivalent one . If t 1 , t2 are variable-normalised and t 1 = W 2 ) for some permutation ~, then t1= t2-
. Normalising a TRS
In general, for any TRS R there are infinitely many TRSs being strongly equivalent to R . So it is challenging to find a minimal one . If R is u .t . this is always possible, see Metivier (1983) . We extend Metivier's procedure and show how to construct a normalized TRS R' for any given w .u .t . R . We also study under which conditions R and R' are strongly equivalent . DEFINITION 3 .1 . The TRS R is normalised, if for every (t 1 , t2 ) e R we have
The next lemma justifies the name "normalised TRS" . LEMMA 3 .1 . If R 1 , R 2 are w .u .t ., normalised, and strongly equivalent, then R 1 = R 2 .
PROOF . It is enough to show R 1 S R 2 . Since R 1 , R 2 are strongly equivalent, a term is R 1 -irreducible iff it is R 2 -irreducible . So we just say irreducible . Let N be the set of irreducible terms . If (t 1 ,t1)eR 1 , then t1ON and so t 1 is reducible in R 2 , say, by (t 2 , t2) e R 2 . This gives t1 >1 t2 . Similarly, we have t2 > to for some (t o , to) a R 1 . From tl • ? t o and R 1 being normalised we conclude t1 = t o . Now, t l • > t2 ->-t l gives t l = Q(t 2) for some permutation a, and so t 1 = t 2 , since t 1 , t2 are variable-normalised . Since R 1 , R 2 are strongly equivalent, (t 1 , ti) e R 1 , (t 1 , t2) e R 2, and ti, t2 e N we have ti = t2 . So (t i , t'1 ) e R 2 and R 1 c R 2 is proved, p To construct a normalised R' for a w .u .t. R we perform the following steps, see also Metivier (1983) : (a) We pass from R to a strongly equivalent R 1 which is variable-normalised . This is trivial . (b) We replace in R 1 every rule t l -t 2 by t1-+i2, where i 2 is the normal form of t 2 . Let R 2 be the result . (c) We minimise the system R 2 by eliminating "superfluous" rules . The result is R' .
Metivier proves that R and R' are strongly equivalent if R is u .t ., but, as we will see later, this may be false for a w .u .t . R . LEMMA 3 .2 . Let R be w .u .t . and Ro = {(t 1 , i 2 )I(t 1 , t 2)eR, f2 is the R-normal form of t 2 } .
If every term t has an R o -normal form, then R o is w .u .t. and strongly equivalent to R . PROOF .
(a) A term t is R-reducible iff it is R o-reducible, so we say simply t is reducible in this case . Let N be the set of irreducible terms . For the next step in constructing a normalised R' for R we need the following notation for any L c Min(L) = {t c-LI t -> t' for no t' c-L} .
By Lemma 2.2, . > is Noetherian, therefore for every t 1 E L there is a t 2 E Min(L) with t2 < ' t1 . Remember that to is reducible with t-> t' iff t < • to . This leads to a construction to minimise the set of rules in a TRS .
LEMMA 3.4. Let R be a w .u .t . TRS and let L = {tl (t, t') e R for some t'} R o = {(t, t') E RIt a Min(L)J .
If every term t has an R o -normal form, then R o is w .u .t . and strongly equivalent to R .
PROOF . By the definition of R o a term t is R-reducible iff t is R o -reducible . So we simply say t is reducible in this case . We also note that =>o s = . Now the proof of Lemma 3 .4 is exactly as the proof of Lemma 3 .2 . p One proves exactly as above .
COROLLARY 3 .5 . If R is u.t . and Ro as in Lemma 3.4, then R o is u .t . and strongly equivalent to R . m Lemma 3 .4 does not hold if the assumption that every term has an R,-normal form is omitted . This can be seen by the following example :
Ro : f(x1)-4.(9(x1)), 9(x1) -4 x1 . R is w .u .t . and f(xl ) has no R .-normal form, So R o is not w .u .t, and hence not strongly equivalent to R . We have f(x l )ph(x l ), but not f(x l ) po h(x l ) .
Putting these results together we can now prove the main result of this section . For any R the variable-normalised TRS results from R by replacing every rule (t1, t 2 )C-R by its variable-normalised form (la(t 1 ),~(t 2 )) . DEFINITION 3 .2 . Let R be a w .u .t . TRS and R o its variable-normalised TRS . Let f denote the R o-normal form of term t and let L = {tl(t, t') c-R o for some t'} . Then R' = {(t1, t2)I(tl, t 2 ) e R 0 , t1 E Min(L)} is the normalised TRS of R .
Notice that R' is normalised in the sense of Definition 3 .1 .
THEOREM 3 .6 . Let R be a w .u .t . TRS and R' its normalised TRS . If every term t has an R'-normal form, then R' is w .u .t . and strongly equivalent to R .
PROOF. We may assume that R is variable-normalised . Let R 1 be the result of the transformation of R as in Lemma 3 .2 and R2 be the result of the transformation of R 1 as in Lemma 3 .4 . It is easy to see that R 2 = R' . We have =>2 s =t and any term is R 2 -irreducible iff it is R 1 -irreducible. So every t has an R 1 -normal form since it has an R 2-normal form . By Lemmata 3 .2 . and 3 .4 . R, R 1 and R 2 are w .u .t . and strongly equivalent . C)
We will see later that in general the normalised TRS of R is not equivalent to R . But, if R is u .t ., then we do not need the additional condition . We can use Corollaries 3 .3 and 3 .5 instead of Lemmata 3 .2 and 3 .4 to prove the following result of Metivier ; COROLLARY 3 .7 . If R is a u .t . TRS, then its normalised TRS R' is u,t . and strongly equivalent to R . For the cardinalities we have IIR'II < IIRII . If R is finite, then R' is effectively computable from R . m Note that, by Corollary 3 .7 and Lemma 3 .1, there is, for any u .t . R, a finite u .t . TRS strongly equivalent to R iff the normalised TRS of R is finite .
TRS-definable (-, N)
In this section we prove that (^', N) is definable by a TRS iff (-, N) is TRS-suitable . The "only if" part is rather simple . To prove the "if" part we construct from (-, N) the "trivial", the "natural", and the "reduced" TRS . Both the natural and trivial TRS always define (-, N), the natural TRS being much smaller than the trivial TRS . The reduced TRS is the result of normalising the trivial TRS, it defines (-, N) only under additional conditions . For example, if there is a u .t . TRS defining (-, N), then the reduced TRS is u .t . and defines (-, N) . Since N is variable-minimal we have Var( (p(t)) c Var(t), so R is a TRS . 
. , t' and t e N imply t' e N, which is a contradiction . So t has to be irreducible . (c) Every t has an R-normal form t e N : For £=T(t) we have t =:*>f and i e N by definition of R and t is an R-normal form by (b). p
The trivial TRS for (-, N) is w .u .t . since it defines ('r, N), but it is in general not u .t . as we will see later by an example . It is in general infinite even if (^', N) is definable by a finite TRS. So we look for a minimal TRS defining (-, N). In general the reduced TRS R does not define (^', N) as we will see later by an example . So we are looking for sufficient conditions to ensure that every t has an R-normal form . Such a condition is that R is Noetherian . Most criteria known to guarantee R to be Noetherian are based on reduction orders . For any partial order '< on .J we define > by t l > t 2 iff t2 < t 1 and t 1 # t 2 . DEFINITION 4 .3 . A partial order`on .9-is a reduction order if (i)-(iii) hold : (i) t 1 > t 2 implies c(t 1 ) > a(t 2 ) for any substitution o-, (ii) t • > t• implies f(t 1, t t t n ) > f(t 1, ., t'• ' . ., n t ) . ., , 1, . ,
(iii) There is no infinite chain t1 > t 2 > . . . .
The following fact is well known : If <, is a reduction order and t 2 > t l for every (t 1 , t 2 ) a R, then R is Noetherian . And, if R is Noetherian and < is defined by t 1 < t2 iff t2~>R t 1 , then < is a reduction order . This gives COROLLARY 4 .4 . Let R be the reduced TRS for (^', N) .
(a) If < is a reduction order such that t-t' and teN imply t < t', then R is u .t . and defines (-, N) . (b) If (-, N) is definable by a u .t . TRS R°, then R is u. t . and defines (-, N) . Moreover, R is the normalised TRS of R°and so IIRII < IIRoII • (c) (---, N) is definable by a (finite) u .t . TRS iff R is (finite and) Noetherian .
PROOF .
(a) For all (t 1 , t 2 ) E R we have t 2 e N and so t 1 > t2 . So R is a TRS since N is variable minimal. In order to prove that it defines (' , N) we first define the "permutation reduction relation" = :;~p z-=> for any given TRS . (a) The relation => p = gyp , R is defined by t= t' iff there are (t 1 , t2) e R, u e 0(t), and a permutation ~ such that t/u = ~(t 1 ) and t'= t[u <-W 2 )] . (b) i is a p-normal form of t if t ' t and i is p-irreducible (i .e . i=1, t' for no t') .
(c) R p-defines (-, N) if -=p,, and every t has a p-normal form £c-N . PROOF . Let R be the natural TRS for (-, N).
(a) N = {tl t is p-irreducible} : Since N is subterm closed we have t o N iff t has a subterm t°e N°. Since N is permutation closed we have by definition of R that t is p-reducible iff t has a subterm t°e N°. This gives t e N iff t is p-irreducible . show -Cpp assume t 1 -t 2 and let tl, t2 be p-normal forms of t 1 , t 2 which exist by (b) . Then tt l , t2 e N by (a) and so t1 = % 2 since N is a set of representatives for ' .
From t1 r,p t1, t 2 ., f2 we now conclude tl ap t2 . 0
The concept of p-reduction is similar to some extent to reduction systems on variable-free terms as treated in Bauer (1981) . The above construction is adopted from that paper. PROOF . Let R be the natural TRS for (-, N) .
(a) N = {tlt is irreducible} : Suppose t e N . If t is reducible, then t/u = a(t 1 ) for some u e 0(t), some a, and some (t 1 , t2) e R. We have t 1 e °T -N by definition of R and so t/u = a(t 1 ) e .T -N since .T -N is substitution closed . But t/u e N since t e N . So t must be irreducible . If t o N, then there is some subterm t°a N°and so t is reducible . (b) Every t has an R-normal form i e N : Because of ~p = and Lemma 4 .6 there is a t e N such that t =*> t . Since t is irreducible by (a), t is an R-normal form for t .
(c) -= a : We have -= eaJ , by Lemma 4 .6 and ap c<>c_ This proves -= a, p COROLLARY 4.8 . Let R be the natural TRS for (", N) . If teN° is reducible with (t 1 , t 2 ) a R, then t = a(t 1) for some substitution a .
PROOF . Every proper subterm t/u of t is in N and hence irreducible . So t = a(t l ) for some a. El
We illustrate the constructions of this section by an example . Assume we have just one function symbol f and (---, N) is given by -is generated by f(x, f(y, z)) " f(f(x, y), z)
for all x, y e V : x e N, f(x, y) e N, and f(x, t) e N if t e N .
So -reflects that f is associative and N is the set of terms bracketed to the right . If we denote by cp the representative function, then the trivial, natural, and reduced TRSs R 1 , R 2 R 3 are given by R 1 = { t -+ (p(t)I t 0 N, t variable-normalised} R2 = {f(t1, t2) -i (P (f(t1, t2) )Itl, t 2 a N, t1 0 V, f(t 1 , t 2 ) variable-normalised} R3 = {f(f(x1 , x2), x3) -' f(x1,f(x2, x3))} • There is a reduction order < such that f(f(x1, x2), x3) >f(x1,f(x2, x3)), see for instance Knuth & Bendix (1970) . So R3 is Noetherian and it defines (-, N) by Corollary 4 .4 . Notice that R 3 has only one element, whereas R 2 is infinite .
We did not succeed in constructing a minimal TRS defining (-, N) in the case where the reduced TRS R does not define (^', N) . We conclude this section by showing that every R' defining (-, N) has cardinality IIR'II % IIRII • LEMMA 4 .9 . If R defines (^', N) , then for all teN 1 there is a (t 1 , t 2 )eR such that t _ . . • t 1 .
PROOF . For t e N' we have t 0 N and so t is reducible, say by (t1 , t 2 ) E R . This gives t 1 < • t . On the other hand t • > t1 is impossible since N' = Min(.T-N) and t1 e .9 -N . This proves t • t l . p COROLLARY 4 .10 . If R' defines (', N) and R is the reduced TRS for ( ., N), then for all (t,, t 2) a R, there is a (tl, t2 ) E R' such that t 1 -• t1 . Hence IIRII < IIR'II .
PROOF . If (t 1 , t2) E R, then t, e N' and hence t, -• ti for some (tl, t' 2) e R' by Lemma 4 .9 . If (t 3 , t4) e R is another element of R, then t l t 3 since R is normalised . There is a (t3, t4) e R' with t 3 -t3, so ti • to and (ti, t2) # (t3, t4) . This proves IIRII < IIR'II, o 5. Semi Thue Systems A Semi Thue System (STS) over the fixed finite alphabet E is a set R c E* x E* . (We denote by E* the set of all words over E and by 1 the empty word .) R defines a reduction relation => = =>R, where
Any STS is isomorphic to a TRS : For E = {a,, . . ., a"} take T = { a,, . . . Let (^', N) be STS-suitable . By Theorem 4 .7 we know that the natural STS defines N) . We now give an example to show that in general the reduced STS does not define (^,N) . EXAMPLE 1 .
E= {a, b, c, d}
R is not Noetherian since there is a cycle abd =>acd =>abd . We show that R is w,u .t .
To prove the confluence of => it is enough by Lemma 2 .5 of Huet (1980) to show : Whenever w => w 1 and w => w 2 , then there is a w' such that w 1 =:*> w' and w2 => w' or w2 = w' . This can be done easily . The proof that every word w has a normal foim is by induction on the length Jwi of w . If Jw] = 0, then w =1 is its own normal form . Now suppose Iwi > 0 . If w contains abd or acd as a subword, then wow' with jwj > Jw'J and so w has a normal form by induction hypothesis . If w does not contain abd or acd as a subword, then neither does any w' with w =*:> w' . This implies that every chain w =:> w 1 . w2 ==> . . . starting with w is finite . (For a(w,) > a(wt+ 1), where a(w) is the number of occurrences of ab and cd in w,) . So w has a normal form . Now R defines (-s, N) where =a and N = {wJw is irreducible} . We have N and R 1 , R 2 , the natural and the reduced STS for (^', N) as follows : N = {wlw does not contain ab or cd as a subword} R 1 = {abw -; acwlw e N, w i dw'} u {cdw -> bdw, abdw wJw e N} R 2 = { ab --* ac, cd -+ bd} .
In R 2 the word abd has no normal form, furthermore, abd . .1 holds in R but not in R 2 . So R 2 does not define (' , N) . o This example proves the following negative result which translates directly from STSs to TRSs . In Section 4 we studied conditions which guarantee that the reduced TRS R for (-, N) defines (-, N) . These conditions imply that R is Noetherian . The next example shows that R may define (-, N) without being Noetherian . EXAMPLE 2 .
E= {a, b, c, d} R = {aab-->aac, cdd->bdd, abd-a 1, acd-* 1} .
Let R define (-, N) . As in Example 1, it is easy to see that R is w .u .t . but not Noetherian . Furthermore, R is normalised, so R is the reduced TRS for (-, N) . 0 A partial order < on E* is a reduction order if u <, v implies wuw' < wvw' and > is Noetherian . In contrast to 9-, E* admits total reduction orders (e .g . order the words first by length and then lexicographically) . This implies LEMMA 5 .2 . For every congruence -on E* there is a u . t . STS such that -= a.
PROOr . We choose a total reduction order < and define N = N, = {wlw -v implies w < v} . The reduced TRS for (-, N) is u .t . and defines (-, N) by Corollary 4 .4 . p This lemma and its proof may lead to the question whether for every STS-suitable (-, N) there is a total reduction order (or a reduction order which is total on the equivalence classes of -) such that N = N, . The answer is negative, since otherwise every STS-suitable (-, N) would be definable by a u .t . STS (by Corollary 4.4), but this contradicts Theorem 5 .1 .
Notice that Lemma 5 .2 is wrong for TRS : For the congruence generated by f(x l , x 2) f(x 2 , x,) there is no w .u .t . R with -= e*-. For suppose that R defines (-, N), then f(x 1 , x 2 ) e N, and hence f(x 2 , x,) e N since N is permutation closed . This contradicts the fact that N is a set of representatives for -.
We conclude this section with some considerations about how a u .t . STS can be constructed for a given congruence -.
If E = {a} contains just one element, then every subword closed N si E* is either N = E* or N = {a`10 < i < n} . In the first case N' is empty and in the second case N 1 = {a"} . So every congruence -on {a} is either trivial (i .e . u -v iff u = v) or generated by a one element STS {a "-Y a') with m < n .
As another example we want to define the free Abelian group with two generators by a STS . So we take E = {a, a, b, b} and -is generated by as--1, bb-1 and c l c 2 -c 2 c 1i for all c l , c 2 eE .
We define the total reduction order < on E* by u < v iff Jul < Ivl or Jul = Ivl, u <' v, where <' is a lexicographical order on E* induced by a fixed order on E . As N we use N = N, = {wlw -v implies w < v} .
If we choose the order a <' a <' b <' b on E, then our construction of the reduced STS for (', N,) gives N = {a`bJ, a V, a t bJ, a 'PI i, j > 0} N' = {aa, aa, bb, bb, ba, ba, ba, ba} R = {aa-->1, as -->1, ba--'ab, ba-->ab, bb-+ 1, bb--~ 1, ba->ab, ba-•ab} .
If we choose the order b <'a <'a <'b on E, then the reduced STS for (-, N) becomes infinite : N = {Pa', b'di, a`b', a tb'li, j > 0} N' = {a5, ab, bb, aa, aa, ba, bb, ba} u {ba'b, ba% > 1} R = {aa-a 1, aa-+ 1, ab-+ba, ab .-ba} u {bb--> 1, bb-> 1, ba-tab, ba-->ab} u {bajb-+a-, ba'b--aWjj > 1} .
So for a fixed congruence -the reduction order < has a great influence on the size of the reduced STS for ( ., N,) .
One of the referees made valuable comments to improve the readability of the paper .
